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The Wellesley Patriot
A Paper for People Who Can't Think

Wellesley, Thursday, February 4, 1926

Copyedited by the yellow newspaper pub. Co. registered before 7:30 P.M.

Cold Strike Still Unresolved

AGED SPARKS ROUT GIRLS

The discovery of Diah Hard, a syndicate member of Brick Hall, in a half frozen condition at 9:17 P.M. Jan. 31 occasioned the greatest concern to college authorities, who could not imagine the cause of Miss Hard's sudden illness. The student was not injured in any other way and she declared she had not entered into a violent mood with the student at Boiler Court who began to jeer her one day last week at 2:30 AM. Miss Hard who resides on the second floor of the upper floors of Brick Hall declared that she just did not feel anything, and while she was talking the wall and upon arriving at the floor of Brick Hall she decided it would be easier to retake her science than her room.

Friends Fear Fatal Effects from Frozen Fist Fight

The many friends of Miss Mary South of this college are extremely anxious as to her condition as we go to press. The injuries which have been pouring into college from last night's widespread concern and we anticipate the welcome recovery of the student's near tragic accident last night.

Unusually Deadly, Profefered to Suffering

Suicide Rumor Suspected
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WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS

REAL ESTATE BOOKS
ALONG MEADOW PATH

Favorite Sites Around Suicide Bridge
Sell for FLOWERS from a Cubic Yard

INNUNDATION FEARED NIGHTLY

Beavers and squirrelmen are rushing the earth embankment in part of the
area where the new bridge will be built.

ESTATE EXHAUSTED.

Miss Jane Gale, a well known girl's school situated in the
side near Boston, Wellesley, College, was found standing on the
bridge in the South Station.

Therefore the tele-
phone at Lath House has been hurray
three hours that I have been try-
ning to get the house mother.

The pretty little girl went on to say that
she got an idea today to central
and dropping in at Sickles that she

FEW found the telephone the opinion that the mail in that
Lath Hall had

FUNERAL TO REACH
MAMON BY PHONE

Miss Jane Gale, a pretty blonde of that
well-known girl's school situated in the
country near Boston, Wellesley, College, was found standing on the
bridge in the South Station. She was said to have at 11:45 A.M. (last night) that after

GIRLS!!

Show those who love how much you regard them. With a

ELABORATE PRESSING AND DRESSING, a

good-looking corsage you can tell the old sweet story to your

ENAMEL SAMPANES AND
PIDDING PANS
$15 each or 2 for $0.25

best friends or to the dear

people at home.

With flowers the memory of the
day will linger.

The Gardenside Bookshop
Wellesley Inn

Tie this at beginning of a new semester

The Oxford Edition
of your favorite poets

Do not miss this address
NEAR SHORE HILL

ELABORATE PRESSING AND DRESSING, a
good-looking corsage you can tell the old sweet story to your
best friends or to the dear people at home.

With flowers the memory of the
day will linger.

WELLESLEY INN

Luncheons, Teas, Suppers

EXHAUSTED TRYING TO REACH
MARMON BY PHONE

Miss Jane Gale, a well known girl's school situated in the
country near Boston, Wellesley, College, was found standing on the
bridge in the South Station. She was said to have at 11:45 A.M. (last night) that after


ROOMS FOR PRIVATE TEA OR DANCING PARTIES

Spend Your Vacation in Europe

Three Special Tours Arranged for College Girls

Three tours are being extensively and thoroughly conducted, arranged to give the members every comfort. Each tour will be conducted by an expert, her student who makes the

WELLESLEY FRUIT COMPANY

"Where the Car Stops"
WELLESLEY SQUARE

CHEMISES

B. L. KARREY
TAILOR AND CLEANER
Wellesley Square, Opp. Post Office
Telephone Wellesley 6217-R.

MORRISON GIFT SHOP
Successor to Sue Rice Art Shop

WELLESLEY FRUIT COMPANY

WASHINGTON ST.

BOSTON

NEW BEDFORD

BLOND AND GREY ALLIGATOR

$7

WILBAR'S

One All Price

$7

50 CENTRAL STREET

DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
The WABAN
Wellesley, Mass.
Telephone 164-W

DR. D. R. CLINTON
Dentist
Miss Marguerite Runge
DENTAL HYGIENIST
THE WABAN
WELLESLEY, MASS.
TEL. W. 842-3

Dr. Francis S. Keating
DENTIST
966 Worcester St.
Tel. Wel. 622-W

SPECIAL PRICES AND SPECIAL ATTENTION
given to all work brought by
students and faculty of Wellesley
College. Therefore we ask your patronage.

MISS STUDENT—ATTENTION!
You have come to know the value in dealing with the Wellesley
Fruit Company. We wish to remind you of our excellent service
available from 7:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.

WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS

STUDENT'S SECONDS TO SHOCK
OF SEEING STARTLING SPACES

It is with great pleasure that we announce a recent instance of case
at bridge held during sixteen space—a condition recorded only once before
in the annals of this paper.

The other hand was held by Miss
Bella Loth Fincham, of New Robert-
ville, Nova, who has shown the world
under a grand slam in spades. This excep-
tional hand also made itself in the possession of Miss Green Thain Grain.

American College. Miss Green was
truly startled by the apparition,
but she managed to bid a spade.
However, her opponent bid X trump
and she passed. Intermediate private.
Please omit flowers.

WHITEHEAD'S BOOKSELLING AND PRINTING

Wellesley Inn Luncheon, Teas, Suppers
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Fine Bindings

that will stand the test of time and
constant use.
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GRID IRON ADVISES STUDENTS IN TODAY'S ARTICLE OF STUDENTS

The first thing to do is to go down the corridor and stop every victim playing "WHO." Presumably that is where your campaign is strongest. Then turn off the radiator to stop the rustling. If you are particular, you can connect the clearnights with their choral rendering of "Ode to Joy" at both sides of your office.

You put on your glasses when the official told you you needed wear them at all the time, and which he lost last November. They are in the desk drawer. You can enjoy polishing them but you decide that they don't fit your nose or else ear is a couple of inches below your other. You look at your ears in the glass. They are funny. You put your glasses on the box if you can't find something to read.

NICHOLAS

TIRE! See BOB SMITH

NOTABLE SHOWING

The Smartest in Silks and Velvets

Exhibiting maroon, red, purple and white silks and satins and velvets, including the famous "Art's" velvet. The make-up is considered one of the most attractive and fashionable for this season. The new "McKenzie" made up in the "Claire" style is especially lovely. The "Old Eton" and "Regal" silks are very popular.

THRESHER BROS., Inc.
The Clothing House
Established 1919
15 TEMPLE PLACE
You and West Street
Stowe, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Chicago

REAL SPORTS

WELLESLEY FACULTY BATTERS WEAK DEFENCES OF STUDENTS

Lake Waban, the Mr. Waban Pool, furnish a good place of fire for the College Ice Carnival, and the bustling festive scene is some class. "Snappy Fairies" the great Wellesley skater, is guaranteed to make a show up among skaters. The Wellesley ballyhooes take things too easy to stand up on them. Wilkinson, Mason, and Norton, the three other dependables of the College who must be sure not to win the ice more than three times an afternoon, are thinking of attending if they can't get places for the nature or non-sporing. It is expected, however, that they will with "Have to whine" on unseasonable quantities. "Fat" Shinghans will attend as hot dogs and H/banner bars are served.

There has been in the last week a persisting tendency to sneeze. Every one was in excellent equitation by leaping in triple, that is in walking down to the village every hour. The sneaks were hoppers. The young heroes and the means, hard-driving players of the faculty turned out with chocolate sundries. They did not mean designing, but in their books knowing that you can't tell a book by its cover. The line up of the fact's was, hard-conditioned, but deadly in a quiet, sure-fire way.

SNAPPY WELLESLEY SCOOTER SAYS TOO COLD FOR SKATING

"Babe" Papoulis, who takes the wind out of every last little scooter on the Wellesley front waves that cold weather was never meant for skating. "Babe" always felt pretty confined until she took her physical examination, and she says now they have told her that she hasn't even a hip in place.

She says she is afraid of pneumonia. This sitting on the ice for a while afternoons is at a time is dangerous.

GALLEN HALL

Atlantic City, N. J.

May we send you boys, girls, and especially attractive notes at this season?

TONY

ON FEBRUARY 1ST, TO BE DISTRIBUTED FREE TO ROOMMATES.

Dr. G. D. JENSEN, Manager

WELLESLEY DELICATESSEN

Central Street

HOME MADE SANDWICHES with eye bread

IMPORTED SWISS CHEESE

Creme Pimento and American Liverwurst and Herring

Catering for Small Parties

Telephone 1514-

MARTHA WASHINGTON HOTEL

(Exclusive for Women)

29 East 29th Street
New York City

30 East 30th Street

Single $2.50-
Double $3.00

Attractive Rooms With Private Bath

Hostess and Chamber in Attendance

Restaurant to Caterers and Ladies
BLOODY JESTERY

With what browes must we restrain the possibility that is revealed in the article, page 5, column 2 of this issue.

When such things are possible, parish service. Why not? Where the howl of the lioness? Where was our voice protects? The story of this child, our dear child, is the love for its mother, the sorrow for its mother is the horror in the beauty of his life. As Shakespeare (Earl) said, "What plain story?"

WHY NOT?

At this crisis of our affairs when the life of peace is our theme and the sun of success always so faithfully, we consider the problem with renewed courage. Now, as Patron (Henry) so truly said, "Give us death. We must decide for today and forever."

FOOL MAKING

Never in the course of our existence was our theme sadder or our undercurrents more obtuse than the problem of making a fool of ourselves. Our attitude is merely one of forgetfulness. We say that we have no supporters by our policy, nor do we fear to avoid the serious danger of making any mistakes. But in spite of us and because of it, as factually in view of all these sentiments, opinions and considerations, the PATRIOT desires it to be foreordained and upheld on a debate and subcommittee platform. Henceforth our editorial policy will be what we have always been and are now—what we have always been and are now.

FREE

Advice To Wedded Mothers

Of late many people have taken to a new worry of late, and that is, how to inform other mothers who troubled with occupying idle chil-

Instead of putting salt on the black stage, our mothers bury them- selves with busy work. But we who are more wedded to the neighborhood with literature, my friends, we who are more wedded to the neighborhood and wedded mothers in always keep a bottle of lettuce on hand for rainy

THE CHEERFUL CHUBBER

We may look in vain for new things, day after day, and may say there is nothing interesting in sight, we may say, we are tired of hearing same old story and we are bored to death. Our fastidious forebears of the serious age may give us the fine features of the blue. And it’s true; let’s see what it is, what is in the end to come but lack, and there’s surely not a place to fall but, for a place to stand on, so we may, as our old friends and with a scent, behind the glorious world. I say, how old is it? When we’ve climbed up to a high and time, time, ridge, to glide, and say "How’s for a little better?" Then to feast our fire forever on the tramps, and never more our by "fly" or get the grumps.

WHAT’S WRONG WITH THIS PICTURE?

By rototyping to the Weekly Philadelphia Enquirer Ellycette You Will Find It So Sweet

THAT

When Covering down Tower Court Hill, our chief observant, a young pipe would wear a suit, and instead of ashes, always carry the Pink Rock when in doubt.

CARCERATION FOR RECALCITRANT

(Cont'd from p. 5, col. 4.)

For such, it seemed advisable in view of the circumstances—thereafter the populace, which showed is insolu-

able. Graduation is impossible. It is simple to be over the moon, and smokers were out of the question with such a costume, panels were in. In spite of tears it seemed far the best.

HOUSEHOLD HINTS

A RECIPE FOR FAYT THINGS EXETERS

The Household Hint Department

WELLESLEY PATRIOT

How toohl, I have been the following recipe or so successful that I should like some of your goodness to the dairy-

Recipe for six potions carefully. Choose and cleanse six large, round, smooth, and brown

With sharp paring knives remove shell and place in kettle of cold water.

Set kettle over flame of gas-stove.

When water has boiled twenty-five minutes, I remove, separate from the milk, and pour off the milk. B. I. If potatoes are to be salted, there will be sure to change your mind. For the rest, the potatoes will be in a far off place in the kitchen.

Put six potatoes through rice, one by one, carefully removing any foreign substance. Add pinch of salt, butter the size of egg, and 1 cup of milk. Do not forget to serve in hot dish and garnish with butter. This enticing dish is sometimes called marinated potatoes.

Coloured

MRS. D. O. MESTIC

Pottsville, Pa.

PANAMA HAYLIA LESTERFORD FOR

To the editor of the HOUSEHOLD HINT DEPARTMENT.

WELLESLEY PATRIOT.

Dear Madam,

Some of your readers might be interested in knowing a few curious and interesting facts. I have heard it said that a monkey has found it an excellent skin lotion, so it brings a warm, red glow even when applied. I sometimes use it as perfume; it is deliciously pleasant and, I think, always right.

To any of those interested or others, I am glad to offer this simple advice: If match the same, you have a match. If you do not, be advised that you do not have one.

Don’t count your swans when you have your only duckling. Know that the monkey has come home with it or without it. Determination is the big thing, "I must", "I can", "I will"—nothing stopping you from getting it. Whether you have or do not, be sure that it is because you want it, not because you want it.

Ribbons against yours; let not this deplete you. Give him all of his own medicine—be not thankful for it but that is no concern of yours.

AMANDA HAYLIA LESTERFORD FOR

WELLESLEY PATRIOT

Dear Madam,

Some of your readers might be interested in knowing a few curious and interesting facts. I have heard it said that a monkey has found it an excellent skin lotion, so it brings a warm, red glow even when applied. I sometimes use it as perfume; it is deliciously pleasant and, I think, always right.

To any of those interested or others, I am glad to offer this simple advice: If match the same, you have a match. If you do not, be advised that you do not have one.

Don’t count your swans when you have your only duckling. Know that the monkey has come home with it or without it. Determination is the big thing, "I must", "I can", "I will"—nothing stopping you from getting it. Whether you have or do not, be sure that it is because you want it, not because you want it.

Ribbons against yours; let not this deplete you. Give him all of his own medicine—be not thankful for it but that is no concern of yours.

SPEAKING FROM THE DARK

By Peruental Penny

Always among the pastoral surroundings where she was reared, she was known as Alice Evan Corporation. But simultaneously with her arrival in the glittering metropolis she acquired a res-

It will be seen to her about, "Step right up and call Evangeline," she had been serving as a regular girl, and a consistent willingness to fit the sophisticated minds who lived in the next rooms of the boarding houses.
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The World's Loudest Voice

On the rolling plains of South Schenectady, in several scattered buildings, is a vast laboratory for studying radio broadcasting problems. Gathered here are many kinds and sizes of transmitters, from the short-wave and low-power sets to the giant super-power unit with a 50- to 250-kilowatt voice.

Super-power and simultaneous broadcasting on several wave lengths from the same station are among the starting-later-day developments in radio. And even with hundreds of broadcasting stations daily on the air throughout the land, these latest developments stand for still better service to millions of listeners.

Only five years old, yet radio broadcasting has developed from a laboratory experiment into a mighty industry. And alert, keen young men have reaped the rewards.

But history repeats itself. Other electrical developments will continue to appear. And it will be the man, both with vision and trained mind, who will be ready to serve and succeed.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

GARTER BELTS

for the GYM

Elastic Step-in Circles

$1.00-$3.00

Dainty Lace and Silk Jersey Bandettes for Evening Wear

SILK NOBILITY SILK UNDERWEAR

Kotex and Venus

Ivy Corset Shop

22 Grove St. Wellesley 0388-W

Gasoline and Oil!

See BOB SMITH

Patronize our advertisers

There is no better time to buy and sell than now. The demand for gasoline and oil is high, and prices are firm. It is the time to act, not to procrastinate.

RHYNING PESSIMIST

Talk full of joy your year's end! To be happy, to laugh, with the world, to feel the warmth of love.

REFLECTIONS OF OUR CONTEST

URCHIN BECOMES AUTHOR-Stockbroker

Two Ten-year-old newsmen write a story of peaceful pursuits in the life of a young boy. This is their description of the world to that child.


dreaded and answered. And we are only beginning.

The RHYNING PESSIMIST

Talk full of joy your year's end! To be happy, to laugh, with the world, to feel the warmth of love.
DE PINNA
5th Avenue at 50th Street
NEW YORK
WILL SHOW AT THE WELLESLEY DISPLAY SHOP ON
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
February 8th, 9th and 10th,
their exclusive importations and productions of Tailored and Sports Apparel and Accessories for Young Ladies

OVERSHOES AND RUBBERS
Improved Automatic Fastening Galoshes
Light Colored Lining $5.25
JAMES E. LEE
Telephone 1440 and 0136

Peppie Pasters!
Stickers around 10c
for 10c
Stick on Send in
Presents for Get
Send Stickers

Peppie Pasters!—the newest fad—
All the rage at M. Holyoke, Smith and other colleges.
Express your thoughts with these clever little cartoons.

NOW YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE AN ARTIST.
There is a Peppie Paste for every mood and thought you have.

Peppie Paste to express every mood and thought you have.


Only 10c for 100 sticks. no smile. They're perforated and packaged like a sheet of postage stamps. Three sets, (A, B and C) and more coming. Get them at your dealer's, or put 10c and your name and address on an envelope for one of the series (105 different stamps). Mail at once to WYCOFF MFG. CO., Dept. F, Holyoke, Mass.
YOU SAID IT, BANDOLINE!

By Bandoline Nickels

ON PAINT AND SHINGLES

Modern collegiate girls always paint themselves with all little art and as much varnish as possible. Whither to nature the memory of their predecessors or present a mended, hardened front to the combined absences of knowledge. For they talk a lot about the theory of modernization, but the hard knocks finish, now, was about protecting any time. "Sue, Mama, it'svalsparred." The trims run down and lose no impression, and there isn't any hair anywhere to tear. So they all say that the modern girl has no heart—but may be they're right. And the world will go on the same as always. —Bandolines.

INVENTION OF YOUNG PROFESSOR REVOLUTIONIZES RADIO WORLD

(Continued from Page 6, Col. 1.)

contours awakened Kitty's savage instincts, and in a moment of pure ecstasy she leaped up and down upon her master's knee.

Leaps after Teeth Often

But alas! once too often! On the third rebound her fuzzy tail became entangled in the dial which her master whoately turned. However, every inch had silver lining, and Kitty's unfailing memory will make her for all time in diminished matter in the course of science.

Airial found that by turning up the dial in which the tail was caught, the main was made shorter, and by inverting the tail a greater speed was attained, the goal for which radio scientists have been struggling for years.

Airial Leaves Both Animals

At once Airial's fertile young brain set to work on the problem of maximizing the speed without the aid of Kitty's tail, for he was an overgrown and considerate of one dear friend. He has been a life-members of the B.P.C.A. since birth. At last after great deliberation and practical application of his remaining faculties he discovered that it might be humanly possible to manufacture an artificial cat's tail out of the crude material at hand.

Components of Jittery Kitten

From now on the story is simple. Although the artificial ingredients of the device have been kept secret from one competing journal, we understand that the artificial regulator contains from four to ten hairs (cat are amphibious hair because of the greater amount of electricity contained in the former), the necessary insulation from a strip of wire, and a piece of wire as a foundation. And the remaining ingredients, probably the most necessary of all, in the kind of gills which in its case was the small kind of the little cat, Airial Kittenholkey.

Holohan Papers Please Copy

THREE MINUTE JOURNEYS

For away in the beautiful skies, the warbirds, where their burning radiotelephone, and the beauty of nature is so clear that it takes a full grown elephant ten years to make his way through one mile of jungle, there reeds a strange rive whose boulders are so different from anywhere the supposed inhabitants of the great plains of the sky. They do not wear clothes, as we do, nor do they walk about on two feet, they do not live in houses or live in defuncted table luxuries, yet they are not savages, breaching the secret and spirits of hatred their civilization. Ah, who are they the stones? You shall see them yourself某些日它们可能是在幸福的热带雨林中。他们不会穿衣服，我们穿，他们走动时不是用双脚，他们不居住在房子或豪华的桌子旁，但是他们不是野蛮人，他们拥有秘密和仇恨他们的文化。阿，他们是什么？你会看到它们自己。)

FANNY FIX

Advice to lovers and others

Dear Miss Fix:

Do not give me up on your love, and other people. I am in the habit of copying my name papers. I am not doing this of the truth.

Sincerely,

Miss Fix.

CLEANING SALE!

MARKDOWN EXAMS

None Over 75% of their Original Value

LAY IN YOUR JUNE SUPPLY NOW!

SMART SAVINGS OF TALL CHILDREN

If your room mate said to you, "I don't have to study I know everything," would you say to her, "Don't you think that is wonderful?"

I asked my opposite to pass the hammers. Was that a roll call? (Isn't it clever!)

What is the feminine for cock? (Mrs. P.)

First Freshman—I know Greek. Second Freshman—How's that? F. F.—I'm taking astronomy. (Isn't this elevating?)

My roommate says she never cuts her hair. She washes it and lets it shrink. (All right.)

That makes no impression on me," said the college hard boiled egg as the knife struck it. (Isn't this the truth?)

DADDY JACK'S COUGH SYRUP

"Drink Daddy Jack's Cough Syrup," and the world drinks with you; cough and live snugly too. This is the motto of the famous old remedy which your great grandfather has taken before you or your old man. It is guaranteed to contain no harm, diuretics, and in fact it is so mild that it has never been known to do any good either to man, child or dog. (Adams, one bottle saves once in a while. Children, a few hearty swig once in every two weeks. Advt.)